Refreshe PDU and RPP!
Existing designs can be configured and ordered through September 24th, 2010

Eaton is pleased to announce the refreshed design of the PDU and RPP products with enhanced features and more standard options. Panelboard, main breaker and control section placement have been redesigned to increase safety and provide better service, accessibility and reduce installation time. New standard features available on both products include:

- panelboards with 400A panel main breakers
- branch circuit monitoring up to 100A per branch circuit
- see-through Plexiglas doors
- air skirts
- UL1449 SPD
- additional subfeed breakers to main cabinet and sidecars (PDU)
- direct connection to panelboards with BCMS option (RPP)
- selectable panel location (RPP)

These new standard features increase capacity for power dense application and also provide better flexibility, safety and isolation for service work.

The refreshed PDU and RPP line can be configured for order starting on August 24th, 2010. Shipping for the refreshed RPP will begin on October 18th, 2010 and shipping for the refreshed PDU will begin on November 15th, 2010. The existing PDU and RPP designs can be configured and ordered through September 24th, 2010. After September 24th, 2010 only the refreshed PDU and RPP will be available for configuration and ordering.
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